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Canadian Small Business Growth Continues  
 Investment is Helping Drive Healthy Economy 

 

(Toronto, CANADA—August 15, 2017) — PayNet, the premier provider of credit assessments on private 
companies reports that the PayNet Canadian Small Business Lending Index (CSBLI) increased 1% to 123.8 in June 
2017 from 122 in May.  Compared to May 2016 the CSBLI is up 5%, the third month in a row of year-over-year 
increases. 

“Investment growth for Canadian small business has increased at a nearly 21% annualized rate,” states William 
Phelan, president of PayNet, Inc.  “Canadian private businesses are helping drive healthy broad-based growth 
across industry segments and geographic regions.” 

The Construction sector investment increased 4% which continues to reflect improvements in housing starts and 
prices throughout much of the country.   Accommodation and Food fell 5% while all other segments were within 
3% of May 2017. Growth geographically remains broad based as well with British Columbia and Quebec showing 
the largest increases from May, both up 3%, while Atlantic Canada exhibited the largest decrease (3%). 

The financial health of Canadian companies continues to maintain stability with relatively few signs of 
deterioration of financial health.  The PayNet Canadian Small Business Delinquency Index (CSBDI) 31-180 days 
past due held steady at 1.09% in June from May 2017.  Compared to June 2016, delinquency decreased 10 bps. 

Agriculture delinquency decreased by 11 bps, the largest monthly decrease amongst all industries in June. 

Manitoba delinquency decreased 16 bps while Quebec delinquency increased 5 bps.  All other Provinces showed 
changes of 3 bps or less. 

“Canadian small business conditions ended the first half of the year on a positive note,” Phelan added.  “Financial 
health is great, but sustained growth depends on future policy and investment decisions.” 

# # # 
 
About 
PayNet, Inc. Canada is the premier provider of risk management tools and market insight to the commercial credit 
industry, collecting real-time loan information from leading Canadian lenders and turning it into actionable 
intelligence. The company's proprietary database -- updated weekly -- is a growing collection of commercial loans and 
leases, worth over $82 billion.  Using state-of-the-art analytics, PayNet converts raw data into real-time market 
intelligence and predictive information that subscribing lenders use to manage risk, lower operating costs, originate 
more loans and improve their business strategy. For more information visit paynetonline.ca and sbinsights.ca. 
 


